Von den kursiv geschriebenen Ausdrücken ist jeweils einer falsch. Streiche ihn durch.

In London / New York is the house where the Darling family lives. Wendy Darling shares a nursery with her two elder / younger brothers, John and Michael. At bedtime, Wendy tells her brothers stories about Snow White and the Seven Garden Dwarfs / a faraway place called Neverland. The hero of these stories is Peter Pan, a boy who’s already grown up / never grows up. Peter's special friend is a wicked witch / tiny fairy called Tinkerbell. John and Michael love to act out these stories in which Peter is a perfect schoolboy / has wonderful adventures.

One night when the children are on holiday / asleep, Peter Pan and Tinkerbell fly into the nursery through the window. They have come to search for Peter's briefcase / shadow. It has escaped the night before while Peter was going to the supermarket / listening at the window to one of Wendy's stories. Wendy snores / wakes up. She is thrilled to meet Peter Pan and refuses / agrees to help him and Tinkerbell catch the shadow. Wendy tells Peter that tonight is her first / last night in the nursery. Because she is going to be married / growing up, Wendy is to have a bedroom of her very own. Peter invites Wendy to Neverland for he needs a helping hand in his home / so she will never have to grow up. Wendy agrees at once as long as her brothers / her dog can come too. So Peter tells Wendy, John and Michael to think of a roasted chicken / wonderful thought. Then he shakes Tinkerbell under water / over them, sprinkling them with magic pixie dust. Before they know it, the excited / bored children are soaring high above the rooftops of London. They follow the second lighthouse / star to the right and straight on till morning to follow Peter to Neverland.

The children fly over the enchanted world of Neverland. Tinkerbell / Peter is becoming jealous of Wendy - Peter seems to like her too much. Without waiting for the others Tinkerbell flies straight to her grandmother’s / Peter's hideout. This is where his friends, the Lost Boys, also live. Tinkerbell tells the Lost Boys that a terrible / harmless Wendy Bird is heading their way - and that Peter has ordered them to be nice with his girlfriend / attack it.

When Peter and the Darling children fly into sight, the Lost Boys use their machine guns / catapults to knock the Wendy Bird out of the sky. Luckily, Peter manages to catch Wendy before she crashes to the ground / flies away. He is furious with / proud of Tinkerbell. As a punishment, she has to do the washing up / he sends the naughty fairy away for a week.

Later that day, Peter sends John, Michael and the Lost Boys off to capture Indians while he takes Wendy on a tour of the city centre / the island. The boys set off on their adventure and soon arrive at a clearing / a skyscraper in the middle of a wood. John decides they must have peace talks / take the Indians by surprise. But the Indians have disguised themselves as circus clowns / trees and take the boys by surprise instead. The boys are captured and taken back to London / the Indian village.

Meanwhile, Peter has taken Wendy to the beautiful Disneyland Resort / Mermaid Lagoon. Suddenly, Peter sees a little helicopter / rowing boat in the distance. It is Captain Hook. Captain Hook is a wicked Pirate and Peter Pan's greatest enemy / dearest friend. Once, in a fierce battle, Peter cut off Hook's nose / hand. The pirate now has a terrible frying pan / steel hook screwed to his left wrist. A hungry mermaid / crocodile had eaten the pirate's hand. It had enjoyed the meal so much that it now hides from Hook / follows Hook everywhere, hoping for a chance to get the rest of him.

Peter and Wendy follow Hook as he heads towards Skull Rock / Heidiland. Peter is pleased / shocked to see the Indian Princess, Tiger Lily, in the boat too. They watch Hook. Hook ties the Princess to a rock / shark in the sea. Peter knows he has to help.

Hook tells / asks Tiger Lily about Peter's hideout. Tiger Lily is very frightened but refuses to talk to Wendy / betray her friend. Hook leaves her to drown.
Peter decides to play *Monopoly with a trick on* Hook and imitates his voice to that of a *nightingale/evil sea spirit*. Hook is *not* scared until he discovers who the voice is. They start to fight up and down the *rocky cliffs/rollercoaster*. Then, Hook slips and only just manages to *fly like a bird/grab hold of the rocks* to stop himself falling into the sea. Down below, the crocodile *eats a sandwich/snaps hungrily*. Mr Smee, the boatman, rushes over and pulls Hook into his *rowing boat/convertible*. As Mr Smee hastily rows back to the pirate ship, the crocodile is *using his outboard motor/snapping right behind them*. Peter and Wendy rescue Tiger Lily and take her back to *Hook/home*.

The Indian Chief has been very worried about *the crop/his daughter* and is overjoyed to see her *safe/without makeup nor ear piercing*. To thank Peter, he sets John, Michael and the Lost Boys *free/in jail* and makes Peter *a lumberjack/an honorary chief*. At last, *fed up with/tired after their adventures*, Peter and the children return to Peter's *crystal palace/secret hideout*.

Meanwhile, Hook is back on his *castle/ship* trying to get warm. He is *furious/happy* that Peter Pan has outwitted him again. Hook thinks of a brilliant plan. He has discovered that Peter was *nice to/cross with* Tinkerbell and has sent her away for a week. So, the wicked pirate orders Mr Smee to bring the *little fairy/liquor bottle* to the ship that very night.

That evening, Hook welcomes Tinkerbell on board his ship. He tells her that he needs her help to catch *flies/Wendy*. All she has to do is to *forget/show Hook* where Peter's hideout is. Tinkerbell is delighted to help. She dips *Hook's head/her toes* into a bottle of ink and dances across the *airfield/a map* of Neverland. Her footprints clearly show the way to Peter's *hangar/hideout*. Hook grabs Tinkerbell and locks her in a *glass lantern/empty beer bottle*. Now he can get his *award/vengeance on Peter Pan* once and for all.

Back at Peter's hideout, Wendy, John and Michael feel *bored/homesick*. They miss *the adventures/their mother* and although the Lost Boys don't know what a mother is, they decide they want one too. So Wendy *forbids them to/promises they will all* go back to her London home together. Peter doesn’t want to *stay in/leave* Neverland and grow up. He *smiles happily/watches gloomily* when his friends wave goodbye.

But Captain Hook and the other pirates are *far away/waiting outside* the hideout. The pirates capture the children and take them back to Hook's ship where they tie them to the ship's *anchor/mast*. Before Hook returns to the ship, he leaves *a parcel/flowers* for Peter. The label says it is from Wendy.

Back on board his ship, Hook tells the children that they could either sign up to be a pirate or they would *be sent back to London/walk the plank*. The boys *quite like/hate* the idea of becoming pirates but Wendy doesn’t and tells them that Peter will *save/forget* them. Hook laughs and tells Wendy that the gift he's left for Peter is actually a *birthday cake/bomb*. Hearing these words, Tinkerbell knows she *has to warn/loves* Peter and struggles in her little glass *palace/prison* until it falls over and breaks. She flies off to Peter's hideout, grabs the bomb from Peter and throws it away just as it explodes. Then she tells Peter that Hook *is a very nice person/has Wendy and the others*.

Meanwhile, Hook has forced Wendy to *serve breakfast/walk the plank*. When she steps off the end of the plank everybody *hears/wait for* the SPLASH as she hits the water. But it never comes. Peter has arrived *too late/just in time* to lift Wendy safely back onto the ship. He then flies down to face Hook. They start a *sightseeing tour/fight* on top of the ship until finally Peter defeats Hook forcing him off the end of the ship. Waiting for him in *the sky/the water below* is the hungry crocodile. The children clap and cheer as they watch Hook trying to *catch a crocodile/escape the crocodile's snapping jaws*.

As Tinkerbell disappears into the distance, Peter gives the order to *put on the pyjamas/raise the anchor*. Tinkerbell sprinkles the ship with pixie dust and the ship *sails/flies* back to London.

Soon Wendy, John and Michael are back in their nursery. Up in the sky, silhouetted against the *sun/full moon* is the outline of the pirate ship with Peter Pan, Tinkerbell and the Lost Boys.